Model No BW20101MP

(C.T. Dynamic Peak 25 KA)

Low Oil Volume Pole-Mounted Metering Units
Transmag Metering Units are manufactured in compliance with the requirements of BS EN
60044-1, 60044-2, 60044-3 enabling them to be used for metering, instrumentation and protection systems.
The current transformers are manufactured to BS EN 60044-1 and are of cast resin construction
making them suitable for use in air and under oil. The secondary windings are constructed over
insulated nickel iron or silicon iron cores, the secondary windings being insulated from the Primary bar in epoxy resin.
The voltage transformers are of epoxy cast resin construction making them suitable for both air
and oil immersion at system voltages of 36KV.They are manufactured to meet the requirements
of BS EN 60044-2. The voltage transformer connection arrangements can accommodate individual customer requirements up to the system voltage of 36KV.
The close ﬁtting steel tank and cover are of a welded and bolted construction. The unit is sealed
to prevent oil oxidation or ingress of moisture taking place. The gaskets used throughout are
cork/neoprene which is highly resistant to deterioration. The whole unit is compact and requires
a minimum of oil.
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33KV (TMOMU 36)

The overall construction of our low oil, pole mounted metering units allows for dual rated current transformers to
be ﬁtted at ratios of up to 600/5A.The bushings on the tank are rated up to 630A at 36KV.
As an option the metering unit can be ﬁtted with an oil pressure relief valve the setting of which can be adjusted to
suit local climatic conditions.
36KV 3.15A HV fuses are mounted under oil inside the tank and are easily accessible by removal of the inspection
panel on the lid.
Further protection can be offered through the use of Metrosils to protect the current transformers and these are
mounted within the secondary terminal box on the side of the tank. Inside this terminal box are the LV fuses along
with DIN type terminal connections. For customer cable entry a removable gland plate is ﬁtted to the underside of
the secondary terminal box.
In order to ensure a high quality product giving customer satisfaction in service, the units are ﬁlled with new oil
conforming to BS EN 60296:2004 and BS 148 Class 1.
Dielectric tests then reveal a low discharge which means that no deterioration of the insulation occurs due to internal ionisation thus ensuring a prolonged service life for the units.
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